FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SuiteFiles to debut at Accountex 2018 alongside Bridge3
Accountants looking for a new way to manage their digital files efficiently will get a chance to
talk to both SuiteFiles and its exclusive reseller, Bridge3, at Accountex 2018.
Due to be held from 23 – 24 May at ExCeL London, Accountex 2018 promises to be one of
the biggest events yet. Live demonstrations and discussions of the SuiteFiles software will
take place on the company’s stand, number 570.
Fully integrated with Xero HQ and GDPR compliant, SuiteFiles is built on the commonly
used Microsoft Office 365 platform, making it easy for firms to transfer, manage and work
with their files in the cloud, allowing them to create and edit files, collaborate with colleagues
and share documents.
Its integrations with both Xero and Office 365 ensure SuiteFiles is the accountant’s go-to
source for their business files, emails, and templates – providing a distinct advantage over
other document management systems like Docusoft, which don’t feature the same levels of
collaboration.
Bridge3 is one of the UK’s leading innovative creators of digital accountancy solutions and
has led the way in creating new innovations for a number of existing software packages for
accountants and is already a key partner for Xero in the UK.
Having spotted the obvious benefits of SuiteFiles, Bridge3 has become a key UK partner and
is positioned to manage installations and provide ongoing training and support to practices
across the UK.
Stephen Smallwood, Managing Director at Bridge3 and accounting practice, Thorne
Widgery, said: “Online management systems, such as SuiteFiles, have come on in leaps
and bounds in recent years thanks to the evolution of the cloud.
“We are delighted to be representing SuiteFiles at the upcoming Accountex show, as we
believe that it is the solution that many practices are calling out for.
“In the years to come, our profession is likely to become more and more automated and
SuiteFiles is a simple, effective step in this direction, which can considerably help firms to
improve their efficiency and management of files.
“Thanks to its use of the cloud, partners, directors and staff can easily access the
information they need anywhere and at any time, while still ensuring the data held is secure.”
In recent years, Bridge3 has used its connections to co-develop dedicated accountancy
solutions to assist firms and businesses with WorkflowMax, Xero Practice Manager and Xero
Workpapers.

It has also played a key role in assisting Thorne Widgery with the creation of Xero for
Education financial software – a dedicated package aimed at the specific reporting needs of
academies and schools.
It believes that through its latest partnership with SuiteFiles – as its exclusive reseller – it can
revolutionise the way practices manage their files, allowing them to migrate information
easily, as well as create prepopulated templates to make regular work processes more
efficient.
“At Bridge 3 we are very fortunate in that we are able to thoroughly test all of our solutions
out within a busy working practice, so we know that the solutions we offer work effectively –
creating less, rather than more work for firms,” added Stephen.
Fully compliant with the upcoming General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), SuiteFiles
works with a number of Office 365 applications, including integration with Outlook through a
dedicated add-in.
To find out more about Bridge3 and its SuiteFiles solutions, please visit
https://www.bridge3.co.uk/
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About Bridge3
At Bridge3 our goal is to make your life that little bit easier by making your professional
business software work for you.
‘What can we do to make our clients’ lives better?’ – has become something of a mantra
to us.
We look at the software you are already using, see what fits, what isn’t working for you as
well as it should and what needs to be tweaked or changed.
Just drop us in and, rather like applying oil to an engine or a squeaking door hinge, you’ll find
that we will very quickly have your software systems running as smoothly and efficiently as
possible.
If you are already harnessing the benefits of Xero Accounting Software or are considering
implementing Xero in your business, talk to Bridge3.
As a Practice Studio Partner, Bridge3 are one of only four firms in the UK that Xero
recommend to carry out Xero Practice Manager (XPM) installations for other accountants,
because of our knowledge and experience in the subject. Bridge3 were selected, trained and
certified by Xero to carry out these implementations.
As a Certified Practice Studio Partner, we can help you get the most out of XPM by setting
everything up for you, tailoring it to your needs and training your staff.
Contact for Bridge3
Diane Sheldon
Sales & Marketing Manager

Diane.sheldon@thornewidgery.co.uk
About Suite Files
SuiteFiles is a clever add-on that allows you to work smarter with cloud-based applications.
It allows you to:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage everything – files, emails, videos, templates, client records – in one place,
and make it accessible to your staff
Set up user access controls for confidential filing – enabling your practice to file staff
information without everyone being able to view it
Create, manage and access document, folder and email templates straight from
SuiteFiles – making them available to staff straight away and even prepopulating file
and email templates with your client information
Search across all your files from Outlook – SuiteFiles Outlook is like a mini version of
the web app, meaning that you can easily search across your entire file system
without leaving your inbox! Use the filters to refine your search, or look within specific
folders.
Manage your files – secure storage means you can manage and edit your
documents through SuiteFiles and by integrating with Xero Practice Manager, you’ll
get all the benefits of working in the cloud
Backup your files – securely backup and restore your files in the cloud, allowing you
to quickly recover from any IT mishap
Link directly to Xero Practice Manager so all files, emails and correspondence are
available in both
Search for documents easily – using a powerful search feature, with additional filters
to help you refine your search
Access your most recent documents through the ‘recent tab’
Scan in documents – reducing clutter and making files easily accessible to other staff

Contact for SuiteFiles
Kim Anderson
Marketing Executive
kim@suitefiles.om

